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In the following paper, the author wishes to present the theory of the covari-

ants of a system of differential equations

y" A-plxy' A-p12z' A- qlxy A- qx2* = 0,

*" +p2Xy' A-PnZ + q2Xy A- q^ = 0,

with the independent variable x. Some of these covariants present themselves,

in a very elegant and simple form, in connection with the theory of the system

adjoined to (1). The theory of covariants is here carried out to the same degree

of completeness as has been previously done for the invariants. Then follows

their geometrical interpretation.!

§ 1. Fundamental properties of covariants.

Any function of y, z, y', z , •••, pik, p'ik, •••, qik, q\k, ■ ■ ■ which has the

same value for system (1) and for any system equivalent to (1) by a transforma-

tion of the infinite group G,

(2) £-£(«),   y=a(x)yA-ß(x)z,    £ = y(x)y + 8(x)z,     «o-/37+0,

shall be called an absolute covariant. In particular if it does not contain

y, z, y', z , etc., it is called an invariant. The invariants of system (1) have

already been determined.

Let us assign weights zero to y and z, unity to pik and two to qih. Moreover

let every differentiation increase the weight by one, and let the weight of a

*Presented to the Society in the form of two papers February 22, 1902, and (San Francisco)

May 3, 1902.    Received for publication March 14, 1902.

f To facilitate references to my previous papers on this Subject, I shall quote them in the text

by the initial words of their titles, viz.: Invariants, Geometry, Reciprocal Systems They have

all been published in these Transactions : Invariants, vol. 2, p. 1 ; Geometry, vol. 2, p. 343 ;

Reciprocal Systems, vol. 3, p. 60.
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product be the sum of the weights of its factors. These conventions are some-

what different from those adopted in my paper on invariants, where I have used

negative weights, following the example set by Forsyth in a similar theory.*

However the assignment of weights here made, which is essentially the same as

that used by Bouton, f appears after all to be more convenient.

In the proofs of the following theorems, I have utilized for my present pur-

pose some ideas from the algebraic theory of quantics, as well as from the theory

of invariants and covariants of a single linear differential equation.

We have already defined the term : absolute covariant.    The function

C(y,z,y',z, ■■■,pik,p'ik, ■ ■ ■, qik, q'ik, ■■■)

is a relative covariant, if the equation

O=0,
has as its consequence

r = o,

where T denotes the same function of the transformed quantities

V, f, •••, wft, •■•, pik, ■■■,

as C of the corresponding original quantities.

Let us make the transformation

f = 03,        n= Cy,        f= Cz,

where O is a constant, and which is contained in the group G. Always denot-

ing the transformed quantities by Greek letters, we shall then have

^=e^,        fW=0^>,        Trik=pik,        Pik = qik.

Therefore, any relative covariant must be homogeneous in y, z, y', z , etc.

Any absolute covariant must be homogeneous in these quantities of degree zero.

Again, denoting by O a constant, let us make the transformation

f = Gx,      n — y,      f = *,

which is also included in the group G.    This gives

,«. C7-V»,        f^=0-V*">,        Trik=C^pik,        Plk=C-2qik,

which shows that every term of weight w is multiplied by C~'v.

A covariant must then be an isobaric function of the quantities upon lohich

it depends, and of iveight zero if it is an absolute covariant.

*A. R. Foesyth, Philosophical Transactions, vol. 179.

fC. L. Bouton, American Journal of Mathematics, vol. 21 (1899).
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Let CKw be an integral rational function of y,z,pik, qik and of the deriva-

tives of these quantities, which is a covariant. Then it is necessarily homogene-

ous, say of degree X in y, z, y , z , etc., and isobaric, say of weight w. Moreover,

let Cx w be irreducible in the sense that it is not possible to factor it into rational

factors of lower weight and degree. Let us consider the effect upon Ckt w of a

transformation of the dependent variables y and a alone.

Let the transformation be given in the form

(3) y = anr¡ + o¡12£\ z = «„,17 + a22f,

or

(4) Ay =a22y-aX2z,        A£ = - a2Xy + axxz,

A = an0i22 — ai2a21>

where a.k are arbitrary functions of x.

If the coefficients of the transformed system of differential equations are

again denoted by ira and pik, we shall have ilnvariants, p. 3, if there we put

n = m= 2),

Attxx= 2ia'ua22- a'2lal2) + pxxaxxa22 + pX2a2Xa22-p2XaxxaX2-p22a2Xa22,

(5)      APll   = «H «22 - <1 «12 A- Pu «i, «22 + Pl2 Kl «22 ~ P*! «il «12 ~ ^22 «21 «22

+ ?liaiia22  +   <ll2anan -^l«!!^ - Pl2a2ia22)

where only one equation of each kind has been written down.

Let I\ M denote what CK w becomes when y, z, pik, etc., are replaced by

ri,K , Tik, etc. Since CKw is a relative covariant, the equation TA w = 0,

must be a consequence of Cx w = 0 . But equations (4), (5) and those deducible

from these by differentiation, show clearly that in place of every term of weight

w in C, we shall have in V a collection of terms of weight w plus terms of

lower weight. But these latter terms must annihilate each other if CA ,„ is a

covariant, i. e., their sum must be identically zero. For they cannot vanish in

consequence of CA w = 0, since their aggregate is rational and of lower weight

than w, while Cx w cannot be factored into rational factors of lower weight.

Now it is clear from equations (4) and (5) that the terms of weight w in TA w

when expressed in terms of y, z, pik, etc., will contain only the quantities ajk

themselves and not their derivatives. We see then that there must be an equa-

tion of the form

(6) rAiW-/(o«)CA).,

where f(a.k) depends only upon the four arguments indicated.
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Moreover, from (4) and (5) we notice that w_ and p.k are homogeneous func-

tions of degree zero, and that v and f are homogeneous functions of degree — 1

of the quantities a.k, so that TÁ , and therefore f(aik), will be a homogeneous

function of degree — A of its arguments. Further it is clear, from (4) and (5),

that f(ajk) can be written in the form

CD      ' /K) = ̂ ,

where  <f>(aik)  is an   integral rational   function   of   its   arguments of   degree

— A + 2/Lt, since f (a.k ) is of degree — A.    Therefore

r8ï r    =,= *("*) n

Just in the same way if we replace in CK w the quantities y,z,pik, etc., by

their values in terms of n, f, ir^, etc., obtained by solving (4) and (5), we

should find

m C     -*(A^T

where Aik denotes the minor of aik in A divided by A, and where

(10) A' = AA2 - ^12^2! = A'

From (8) and (9) we have by multiplication

*K)*(4»)-i.
or writing out the four arguments

9(a„'   a,2'   a2t>   a22)9y-^,   — ~£,   —¿1    A   J =

or, since (/> was homogeneous of degree 2p — X,

4>(an, aX2, a2i, a22)<p(a22, - a¡2, - a2X, axx) = A8*"*.

But A cannot be factored into two integral rational factors,* so that the

factors on the left member of this equation must themselves be powers of A.

Therefore f( a.k ) is a power of A. Moreover sincey(ai4) is of degree —A

while A is of the second degree, we shall have

_ A

"a, u = A    2 CKw,

*E. B. Elliott, Algebra of Quanlics, § 14
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for it becomes clear that a numerical factor k different from unity is inadmis-

sible, by applying the identical transformation.

For our proof it was convenient to take the transformation in the form (3),

solved for y and z.    If we write instead the transformation in the form

y = ay + ßz, Ç = yy + 8z,

we know now that a rational covariant CA w of weight w and of degree X is

transformed in accordance with the equation

rkv-(aS-ßjf 0Km.

Moreover, as the right member must obviously be rational in a, ß, y, 8, we

get this theorem :

There are no rational covariants of odd degree for a binary system of

linear homogeneous differential equations.

It is obvious how this theorem will generalize for m-ary systems.

Let us now make a transformation of the independent variable

We shall find, by merely consulting the formula? [Invariants, equations (56)],

that every term of weight w in TA ,„ is equal to a corresponding term of CK w

multiplied by

(£')-".

plus terms of lower weight. But the aggregate of the latter terms must vanish

identically, since it cannot vanish as a consequence of the equation CK w = 0,

which is isobaric of weight w.    Therefore we shall have

V     — n
•"•  À, 7.(7  -   /  W   \w   ^A, W

Combining our results we have the following fundamental theorem :

If CK w is an integral rational covariant of degree X and of weight w, it is

transformed by the transformation

£=£(x),        y = a(x)y + ß(x)z,        £ = yix)y + S(a;)z,

in accordance with the equation

m) r   J^-^c\±XJ x A, w — ( P'\° *.*'

Moreover its degree X is necessarily even.
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The product C¡l\tWl Cfe „¡ is an absolute rational covariant, if and only if two

integers mx and m2, positive or negative, can be found satisfying the conditions

mxXx 4- m2X2 = 0,

wij wx + m2w2 = 0,

i. e., since the possibility mx = m2 = 0 must be excluded, an absolute covariant

can be formed from C2KlWi and Cu „j, if and only if

Xxw2 — X2wx = 0.

It follows at once that if two covariants of the same degree can be combined

into an absolute covariant, their weights must be equal, and conversely.

§ 2.   Construction of covariants and semi-covariants.

If we denote the left members of (1) by Y and Z, it is clear from our defi-

nitions of the transformed coefficients, that corresponding to the transformations

x =/(£)>      y —<*n + ß%,      » = 71? + Sf,

Y and Z are transformed in accordance with the equations

(12) Y =
aY+_ßZ

Z =
yY4-cZ

where Y and Z denote the left members of the transformed system of differen-

tial equations.

Since moreover the solutions U, V of the system of differential equations

adjoined to (1) are transformed cogrediently with y and z (Reciprocal Systems,

§ 2), the equations (12) will also apply to the left members of the adjoined

system

U" + pn U' + pX2 V + { qv 4- \ (ulx - u22) } U+ (qX2 + \ ui2)V= 0 ,

(13)
V"+p2,U' +p22V + (qn + \un)U+ {q224-l(u22-ulx)}V=0.

Moreover this will still be true if in (13), we write y and z in place of U and

T^on account of the cogrediency of these quantities.

We have then at once two covariants of degree and weight 2.    They are

C,=

(14)

c2 =

y"+puy'+Pi2z'+ qny + qi2z,     y

2"+Äl2/'*+i522S' + ?2l2/+'?22Z' z

y"+Pny' +Pi2z' + í ?» + i i«,, - «22)} y + (?« + bln)z,    y

Z"+P2lV' + P22Z' +{q2l + \U2l)y + { 7a + Í(M22 - «11 )} »I z
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Of course C, vanishes for solutions of (1), and C2 for (13).    If we write

(15) C= 2(C2 - Cx) = ul2z2 - u2Xy2 + (uxx - u22)yz.

C is also a covariant of weight and degree 2.    This may, of course, be tested

analytically.

The covariant C vanishes identically, i. e., for arbitrary functions y and z of

x, if and only if the integrating ruled surface of system (1) is of the second

order. For the necessary and sufficient conditions for this are ( Geometry, p.

360),

Mll - W22 = M12 = % = 0 •

We shall call a function of y, z, y', z , p.k, qik, etc., â semi-covariant if it

possesses the covariant property for transformations of the dependent variables

y and z alone, whether or not it also has the covariant property for transforma-

tions of x.

Now va and wik are cogredient with uik for transformations of the dependent

variables (Invariants, pp. 8, 9, 10).    Therefore

E= vX2z2 - v2Xy2 + (vlx - v22)yz,

(16)
F == wX2z2 — io2Xy A- i wxx — w22) yz,

are semi-covariants of weight three and four respectively, and both of the second

degree.

If then we make the transformation

y = ay + /3f, z = yy + 8Ç, A = a8 — ßy,

and denote the transformed functions by dashes, we shall have

C=A(7,        E=&E,        F=AF,

so that the Wronskians

iC'E)= C'E-CE',        (E'F) = E'F-EF',
(17)

(F'C) = F'C-FC,

are also semi-co variants obviously of degree 4.

We have further

</      C'     A^

C ~ C + A '

and from the fundamental equations

„A'
PnA-p22=pnA-p22-2-£,
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whence

c C'
2 -ç+Pix +P22=2 -Q +Pn + P22,

so that

(18) G=2C'4-(pn+p22)C

is a new semi-covariant, and obviously in the same way

(19) H=2E'4-(pxx+p22)E,        M=2F'4-(pn+p22)F.

It is obviously sufficient to consider only those semi-covariants and covariants

involving no higher derivatives of y and z than the first. For if a covariant

contains higher derivatives of y and z, we can express them in terms of y, z,

y , z  by means of equations (1) and others deduced therefrom by differentiation.

So as to proceed in an orderly manner, let us first determine all independent

semi-covariants containing besides y, z, y', z', merely the quantities pik,p'ik and

qjk. We have already found one such, namely C. We can find another by

forming G — E. If we make use of the definitions (Invariants, equations

(32)), of the quantities vik, we shall have

X= G-E= {2p22un4-pn(un-u22)}z2- {2pxxu2X-p2X(uxx-u22)}y2

(20) + { 2p2XuX2 - 2pX2u2X 4- (Pu +p22){uu - u22)} yz

4-4uX2zz' -4u2Xyy' + 2(uxx —u22)(yz' + y'z),

a semi-covariant of degree 2 and weight 3.

If we examine the system of partial differential equations, of which the semin-

variants and semi-covariants involving only the above variables are the solutions,

we shall find that it consists of 12 independent equations with 16 independent

variables. It has therefore four independent solutions. There must then be

four seminvariants and absolute semi-covariants depending upon these 16 vari-

ables. Of these we know the semin variants / and /, and the two relative semi-

covariants C and X. There must be one more, which could be found by inte-

grating the system of partial differential equations just mentioned. It can also

be found in another manner.    Put

p=2y' 4-pny4-p12z,

<r = 2z  4-p2xy4-p22z.

Then it may be verified that, for transformations of the dependent variables,

p and o- are cogredient with y and z.    Therefore

(22)        P = Zp-ya= 2(y'z - yz) 4-pl2z2 - p2Xy2 + (pn-p22)yz
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is a semi-co variant of degree 2 and of weight 1. Moreover it is clear that

C, P and N are independent of each other and of I and J, so that all semi-

covariants involving only y, z, y', z , pik, p'ik, qik have been found. N can be

written more simply,

(23) N = 2(m122<7 - u2Xyp) + («„ - u22)(zp + ytr).

If we wish to find all seminvariants and semi-covariants involving p"ik and q'ik

besides the former variables, we set up the system of partial differential equa-

tions satisfied by them. It contains 24 independent variables and 16 independ-

ent equations. Therefore, there must be 8 such seminvariants and semi-

covariants.    But we know them already.    They are

P    V   E
(24) I, I, J, J , A;        -~, y>, -^;

for these are independent. That this is so becomes clear from the following

argument. If there exists a relation between them E/ C must certainly occur

in it. For, suppose it did not. The relation could not also be free of all three

of the quantities /', J', K, as we have already seen that /, J, P/ C and N/ C

are independent.    If it contains one of them, say X, let us solve for K and find

/ ,     ,   P   N\
X=f\I, J, I'i J', -c,, -ç,\-

But this is manifestly impossible if either or both of the last two arguments

actually appear. For K does not contain y, z, y', z while P/C and N/C

are independent functions of these variables. But this equation is impossible

even if P/ C and N/ C do not appear, since /, /', J, J', K are independent

seminvariants, as I have shown on a former occasion.

If there is a syzygy between the quantities (24) it must, therefore, contain

E/ C.    Suppose that it be solved for E/ C.    Then we should have

But again the last two arguments cannot appear. For P and X are independ-

ent functions of y' and z , which are not contained in E/ C at all. But even

if they are suppressed, such an equation is impossible, for it would make the

semi-covariant E/ C equal to a seminvariant containing no y or z. Thus we

have shown that the quantities (24) are independent.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 29
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Again making use of a system of partial differential equations, we notice

that there are 32 — 20 = 12 independent seminvariants and absolute semi-

covariants involving the additional variables p(3)k and q"ik.    They are

P   X   E

(25) I, I, I', J, J , J", X, X', L, y,, ci, p,

for these, it is easily seen, are independent. F/ C, which obviously belongs to

this same class of semi-covariants must then be expressible in terms of the other

twelve. Moreover the syzygy which F/ C and these quantities (25) verify must

be independent of Pj C and X/ C since F/ C does not depend upon y' or z .

It may be put into the form

/( C, E, F; I, I', I", J, J', J", X, X', L) = 0,

where f is homogeneous in C, E and F. We need not at present investigate

this syzygy any farther.

No new semi-covariants will appear if we continue our search, and as we have

seen in a former paper, all new seminvariants which appear are derivatives of /,

J, AT and L.    (Invariants, p. 10.)

Let us put

C E X
(26) 73 = 7, p = e. ñ = ».p — / ' p — c '        p

Then any absolute covariant must be a function of the seminvariants 7", J, X,

L, of their derivatives and of 7, e and v. If we consider only such covariants,

containing no higher derivatives of pik and qik then p(3j¡. and q(fk respectively, we

shall find them as solutions of the system of partial differential equations

r>/+4í+24í+24í=°'

df df
(27) r2/-47¿+27¿ = 0,

YJ=YJ=YJ = 0,

where Yxf ■ • ■ Ybf are the operators defined in a former paper, being the left

members of the system of partial differential equations satisfied by the invari-

ants.     [Invariants, equations (77).]

The equations (27) are independent and contain twelve independent variables.

Therefore, there must be 12 — 5 = 7 independent absolute invariants and covari-

ants, or eight independent relative invariants and covariants.
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Of these we know five to be invariants, viz.: 0t, r?6, 0¡o, 0XI¡ and 6¡3. The

three covariants are

(28) CX = P,        C2=C,        C3 = E4-2X,

where, as in the case of invariants, the subscript denotes the weight. The three

covariants are all of degree two. All other covariants can be expressed in

terms of Cx, C2, C3 and invariants. As for the invariants there are an infinite

number of independent ones, but they are all functions of the seminvariants /,

/, K, L and of their derivatives.

As absolute covariants, we may take

O4 C2
(29) ^        and        ¡-fe.

for it is clear that the covariants (28) alone cannot be combined to give both

absolute covariants, since they are all of the same degree but of different weights.

§ 3.   Geometrical interpretation of p, a and P.

If (yk) and (zk), for (¿=1,2,3,4), are the members of a simultaneous

fundamental system of solutions of (1), we interpret yk and zk as the homo-

geneous coordinates of two points P and Pz. As a; changes, Pi and Pz

describe two curves C and C , and the line joining them Llz generates the

integrating ruled surface S oí (1 ), which remains invariant under all transfor-

mations of the group G.    ( Geometry, § 2.)

If in (21) we put y = yk, z = zk, we obtain

p^Zyi+PiM+PA*
(30) (* = 1, 2, 3, 4),

°-*=2< +pnyk+pt?k,

which quantities we may again interpret as the homogeneous coordinates of two

points P and Pa. Clearly, P is a point of the plane tangent to the integrat-

ing ruled surface S at P , and Pa is a point of the plane tangent to S at P .

If the points Pt and P_ be transformed into two other points and P- P- of

the line JL   by the equations

(31) y = ay + /Si, z = yij4-8z,

then, as shown in § 2, Pp and Pv will be transformed cogrediently into P- and

P-, where

(32) p=ap4-ßd, a- = yp 4- 8â.
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Therefore, if system (1) be transformed into an equivalent system by trans-

formation (31), and if the corresponding quantities p and ¿- be formed for it,

the points P- and P- will lie on the line L^ joining Pp and Pa just as the

points P- and P- lie on the line Lyz joining Py and Pz.

Thus, we have, by equations (30) a straight line L corresponding to every

generator L z of S. Moreover there is a one-to-one correspondence between

the points of these two lines, which we now propose to investigate. Of course

the lines Lf(J generate a second ruled surface, which we will denote by S'.

If ^?12 = p2X = 0, the curves C, and Gk described on S by Py and Pz are

asymptotic lines. (Reciprocal Systems, p. 69.) Equations (30) show that then

the points Pp, P\ are points of the tangents to these curves at Py and Pz

respectively. But as we can always reduce a system of form (1) to a form (for

instance the semi-canonical form), for which px2 = p2X = 0, we see that PR and

Pa are points on the tangents to the asymptotic lines which pass through P

and Pz respectively.

Now, through each point of the generator L z, or g, of the surface S passes

an asymptotic line. The tangents of all these asymptotic lines along g are the

generators of the second kind of an hyperboloid, three of whose generators of

the first kind are g, g' and g", where g' and g" are two generators of the sur-

face S infinitesimally close to g. Let us call this hyperboloid H, the hyper-

boloid osculating S along g.

We have seen that, according to (30), we have a point P' corresponding to

every point P on g. Moreover P' is a point on the tangent to the asymptotic

line passing through P, and further the locus of all points P', corresponding

to all of the points P of g, is a straight line Lfa.

This line L must then be a generator of the same kind as g on the hyper-

boloid H, osculating the surface S at g.

Omitting the subscripts, and differentiating (30), we find

p' = 2y" A-pxxy A-pX2z' + p'xxy + p\2z,

o-'=2s" A-p2Xy' A-p22z' A-p'2Xy+p'22z,

whence, making use of (1),

P = -PnV' -Pi2z' A- ip'iX-2qn)y+(p'i2-29.i2)z<

<*' = -i>2y -P22z' A- íp'2X - 2q2X)y + ip22- 2?22)».

If the values of y' and z in terms of y, z, p, cr be substituted from (30), the

following equations will be obtained

R = 2p' + pxxP A- pX2a = uxxy + ux2z,

(33)
# = 20-' + p2Xp + pwa = u2Xy + u2iz
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where R and S are merely abbreviations for the left members, and where the

quantities uik are the same as those in my paper on Invariants, equa-

tions (20).

Equations (33) show that if the planes tangent to the ruled surface S', oí

which L' is a generator, are constructed at P and P ^, they will intersect the

line L in the points (uxxyk + u12zk) and (u2lyk + u22zk) respectively. Or, in

other words, the lines joining pk with uxxyk4- u12zk, and ak with u2Xyk + u22zk

are tangents of the ruled surface S' at P and Pa respectively.

In particular then, if uX2 = u2X = 0, the lines which are tangent to the

asymptotic curves of the surface S at P and Pz are also tangent to the ruled

surface S'. But we can find a simpler and more fundamental interpretation

of the conditions uX2 = u2X = 0.

Consider three consecutive generators g_x, g., gx of the ruled surface S.

The hyperboloid H0 osculating S along g0 is determined by these three lines.

On ZT0 we have a line Lp(T, or for short h0, which is the generator of S' corres-

ponding to the generator g0 of S. Consider a fourth generator g2 of S consecu-

tive to gx. The lines ga, gx, g2 determine the hyperboloid Hx osculating S

along gx. There is upon it a line hx which is the next generator of S'. Any

tangent to S' along A0 must intersect h0 and hx. If it is at the same time tan-

gent to an asymptotic line of S at any point of g0 it must intersect the lines

9-i, 9<¡, 9i a^s0- Such a line must then intersect the five lines g_x, g0, gx, A0,

hx. But since h0 is on the hyperboloid determined by g_., g0, gx we may sup-

press h0, since any line intersecting the first three will also intersect h0. There-

fore we can say that such a line must intersect the four lines g_x, ga, <*/,, hx.

But any line intersecting g_x, g0, gx is a generator of the second kind of the

hyperboloid H0, and any line intersecting g0, gx, hx is a generator of the second

kind of the hyperboloid Hx, since g0, gx, hx are generators of the first kind

on Hx.

Therefore any line, which is tangent to an asymptotic curve of S at a point

of g, and which is at the same time tangent to the surface S' at a point of

the generator of that surface corresponding to g, is common to two consecutive

osculating hyperboloids of the surface S. Or, in other words, such a line

intersects four consecutive generators of the surface S.

There are, in general, two such lines, since four lines in space have two real,

imaginary or coincident straight line intersectors.

Now we shall see in the next paragraph, that there exists, in general, two and

only two points on each generator, such that if their loci be taken as funda-

mental curves C and Gz, the corresponding system of differential equations,

will satisfy the conditions ul2 = u2l = 0. They are, therefore, the points at

which tangents can be drawn to the surface, which have four consecutive points

in common with it.
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Cayley * has called such a point of a surface, at which a four-point tangent

can be drawn, a flecnode, the tangent itself the fiecnode tangent, and the locus

of all of the flecnodes, the flecnode curve. It should be noticed that the flecnode

tangents are not in general tangents to the flecnode curve. They are however

tangent to the asymptotic curve, which passes through the flecnode.

The flecnode curve intersects every generator of the surface twice, and if its

two branches be taken as fundamental curves, the conditions uX2 = u2X = 0 will

be satisfied for the corresponding system of differential equations.

The problem of effecting such a transformation of (1) as to make uX2 = u.n = 0,

i. e., the problem of determining the flecnode curve will be solved in the next

paragraph.

We have seen that L9a is a line on the hyperboloid H osculating S along

Liz. The question naturally arises whether this generator of // is essentially

distinguished geometrically from every other. The question is to be answered

in the negative. For, if in the covariant P, we replace p and a by p = p + \y

and a = cr + \z respectively, where X is an arbitrary seminvariant function of x,

the covariant is not changed, and p, â are, for transformations of the dependent

variables, cogredient with y and z as well as p and a. Moreover a change of

the independent variable x transforms p and a into p and a. But the line join-

ing the points pk and ak is an arbitrary generator of ZT belonging to the same

set as Ltz. Therefore, it is properly this set of generators on II, rather than

any one of them, which is covariantly connected with the surface.

Still the line L is distinguished among these generators in a pseudo-geo-

metrical manner. Suppose pik = 0, so that the curves C, and C, are asymptotic

lines, the system (1) having been reduced to the semi-canonical form.    Then

P = 2y',       °" = 2k'.

Consider the three consecutive generators g_x, g0, g+x of S as belonging to

the values of x

Xq       ¿XX, Xq, Xq + ¿XX,

respectively, where Ax is an infinitesimal. Construct the tangent to Ct at P .

It meets the three generators g_x, ga, g+x since Ct is an asymptotic curve.

The coordinates of the three points of intersection, A, B and C, are

yk-y'iAx'     y^     ykA-y',M,

so that the point P , whose coordinates are proportional to y'k, is the harmonic

conjugate of B with respect to A and C. Similarly along Cz. We may

therefore imagine that the line Lfa is selected as follows :    We consider three

*Cayley, On the Singularities of Surfaces, Mathematical Papers, vol. II, p. 29.
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generators of the surface S corresponding to three values of x forming an

arithmetical progression of common difference d. Upon the hyperboloid

determined by these three lines we construct the generator which is the har-

monic conjugate of the middle line with respect to the other two. As the com-

mon difference d approaches the limit zero the hyperboloid approaches as a

limit the osculating hyperboloid and the fourth generator approaches as a limit

the line /    .

Consider the totality of osculating hyperboloids. It contains co2 straight lines

which therefore form a congruence. If we choose from the lines of this con-

gruence a single infinity, one on each hyperboloid, we get a ruled surface covariant

with S. The surface S' generated by / is such a one. But obviously there

are an infinite number of such surfaces. In particular we may take such lines

of the congruence, one on each hyperboloid, which intersect a given line, and thus

deduce from the given surface another belonging to a special linear complex.

To accomplish this, we need merely set up the system of differential equations for

y 4-Xp,        z4-Xa,

and determine A so that this system may have an integrating ruled surface

belonging to a special linear complex. This, it seems, should be of importance

for the integration of a system of form (1). In fact, if A has been so deter-

mined, the adjunction of A to the domain of rationality, would reduce the trans-

formation group (generalized in the sense of Picard and Vessiot), of system

(1) to a subgroup leaving invariant the linear complex.

If system (1) already has a ruled surface belonging to a linear complex, we

can thus deduce from it another belonging to a linear congruence, and if the

ruled surface of (1) belongs to such a congruence in the first place, such a trans-

formation will lead to a ruled surface of the second order.

We can obtain another congruence associated with the surface, and make

similar remarks about it, in the following manner. The solutions Uk, Vk of

the system adjoined to (1) were defined as the coordinates of the planes tangent

to the surface S at P and Pz respectively. (Reciprocal Systems, §§ 1 and 2.)

The relations (Reciprocal Systems, equations (27))

HykUkmmO, £2,^=0, £^.= 0,

TykVk = o,      ixn-o,      £<n = 0,

show this. But we may also interpret Uk and V. as point coordinates. Then,

these equations show that Uk and Vk are the poles of the planes tangent to S

at P  and P with respect to the surface
y z tr

x\ + v* + a* + x\ = Q.
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Wé have again a projective correspondence between the points of the line Lyz

and its polar Luv. If we join corresponding points of the two lines we obtain

a hyperboloid. There is one such for every generator of S, and clearly we

have again a congruence, made up of the first set of generators of these hyper-

boloids, to which the surface S belongs.

It is not my present purpose to follow out these ideas any further. I shall,

however, deduce the system of differential equations of which pk and crk are the

solutions, and whose integrating ruled surface is S'.

If we solve (33) for y and z, we obtain

Jy = u22R-uX2S,

(34) J=uxxu22 — uX2u2X,

Jz = — u2X R + uxx S,

If (33) be differentiated, and the values of y' and z in terms of y, z, p, a

be substituted the following equations result :

2R' = uxxp + ul2cr + (2u'xx - uxxplx - uX2p2X)y + (2u'X2- uxxpX2 - uX2p22)z,

2S' = u2Xp A- u22<t + (2m.2, - u2Xpxx - u22p2X)y + (2w22 - u2XpX2 - u22p22)z.

The quantities u'ik may be expressed in terms of the quantities pik and vik

(invariants, equations (32)). If this be done, if, moreover, the equations be

multiplied by J on both members, and if use be made of (34), the equations

become

2JR' — Juxxp — JuX2u + txx R + tX2 S = 0,

(35)
2JS' — Ju2Xp - Ju22o- + t2XR + t22S= 0,

where we have put

(36)

*H — «^ll+ Vl2- W22W11<

Íl2 = JPl2- UllVl2A- UX2VXX,

*2i = ¿Pu A-u2Xv22-u22v2l,

*22= JP22- UllV22A- UX2V2X.

Performing the differentiations indicated, inserting the values of R and S

from (33), and collecting terms, we find the required system of differential

equations :

4Jp" + 2( Jpxx + txx)p' + 2iJpX2 A- tX2)cr' + (2Jp'xx - Juxx

A- txxpxx A- tX2p2X)p A- i%Jp'i2 - JuX2 A- txxpX2 A- tl2p22)<r = 0,

4Jo-" + 2iJp2X + t2X)p A- 2iJp22 + t22)cr' + (2Jp'2X - Ju2X

+ %iPm A- t22P2i)p A- (2Jp12 - Ju22 + i2,^12 + t22p22)a = 0 .
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Suppose that system (1) has the semi-canonical form, so that pik = 0. In

general (37) will not then also assume the semi-canonical form. It will, if and

only if tik = 0 together with pik = 0. But then, as equations (36) show, either

J= 0, or vxx = vX2 = v2X = v22 = 0. But if /were zero, equations (33) show

that the planes tangent to S' at P and Pa would intersect Ltz in the same

point. But this can happen only in one of two ways. Either these planes are

identical, in which case the surface S' is developable, or else the generator L

of the surface S' intersects / z. This latter case is only possible for singular

values of x for which the osculating hyperboloid degenerates. For else the

surface S would be developable, which it can never be. (Geometry, p. 347.)

The case that S' is developable must also be excluded for the same reason.

For then p and a could verify no system of differential equations of the form

here considered.

In order that (1) and (37) may be simultaneously put into the semi-canonical

form, it is therefore necessary to have

(38) Pik = vik = Q,

whence uik and therefore qik are seen to be constants. Conversely, if pik = 0

and qik are constants, we find vik = tik = 0, so that (1) and (37) will both have

the semi-canonical form, but from (38) follows also wik = 0, where the quanti-

ties «?„ have been defined in my paper on Invariants, equations (39). But these

conditions make all the minors of the second order in the determinant

A =

Wj] U22, w,2'

Wll — ü22 ' V12 ,

«'ll- M22» W12>

vanish, so that the surface S, and consequently also S', is contained in a linear

congruence.    (Geometry, p. 356.)

Let us notice that in the case here considered, pik = vik = 0, not only do (1)

and (37) simultaneously assume the semi-canonical form, but they are absolutely

identical, so that the surfaces S and S' are projective transformations of each

other.

Not every ruled surface of a linear congruence has the property in question.

We have found that the necessary and sufficient conditions for this property are,

that if (1) be written in the semi-canonical form (pik = 0 ), the coefficients qjk

become constants. Now suppose that the directrices of the congruence are dis-

tinct. Then since they are asymptotic lines of the surface, we may choose them

as fundamental curves C, and O..    Our system (1) then assumes the form

y" + ■?n2/ = 0'     *" + q22z= °»
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if the directrices be taken as opposite edges of the tetrahedron of reference.

Moreover qxl and q2, are constants. Assuming the edge C of the tetrahedron

to be the intersection of the planes x3 = 0 and x( = 0, and the edge C. the

intersection of xx = 0, x2 = 0, we find by elementary integration, if qxl and q22

are different from zero,

yi = eri%      y2 = er2X,      *y3 = 0>       yi = °,

zx = 0, z2 = 0, z3s

where

:;!=—- ::!

If we put  nk= ayk4r bzk,  where a and b are  constants, r¡¡ ■ ■ ■ vi are the

coordinates of a point on an arbitrary asymptotic line of the surface. This

gives
nx = aenx,        v2 = aér¡x, n3 = bev,         ni = ber*x.

The relation between nx- ■ ■ ■qi obtained by eliminating a, b from these equa-

tions, will be the equation of the ruled surface S.    It is

(rxr^-1*
or

Tj^^^^f-iñ - ni'-^v2/-'1» = o.

But all such surfaces admit at least a two-parameter group of projective trans-

formations.*

We have assumed qlx and q22 different from zero. If qn = q22 = 0, S' is a

ruled surface of the second order, admitting a six-parameter projective group.

Suppose qlx = 0, q22 4= 0.    Then we have

2/, = *.     y2 = 1,     y¿ = °,     ^4, = °,

zx = Q,        z2=0, z3= er*x,        zx = er*x.

The equation of the surface becomes

and this admits a three parameter group of projective transformations.

± V - ?a

* Lie, Theorie der Transformationsgruppen, vol. Ill, p. 198.
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Suppose now that the directrices of the congruence coincide. Taking the

directrix as C and an asymptotic line for C , we may assume the system to have

the form

y"=0,        z" = ky,

where k is a constant. ( Geometry, p. 358.) A fundamental system of solutions

is given by

2/i = a;, 2/2=1> 2/3=°>        2/4= °-

The equation of S is found to be

ViVl — V2V3ViA-^kyl = 0,

which by the transformation

3 ß 3 ß

Vx = x3,        V2 = 3\qX2,        y3= ^j_xx,        yl = xi,

becomes

x3x\ — 2>xxx2xt + 2x\ = 0,

or Cayley's cubic scroll, which admits a three-parameter group of protective

transformations.

We have proved the following theorem. If the curves on the surface S',

corresponding to the asymptotic lines on S, are also asymptotic lines, then S

must be contained in a linear congruence, and must admit at least a two-

parameter group of projective transformations.

We conclude the consideration of the covariant P by showing that it cannot

vanish identically.    For, suppose P were zero for all values of x.    Then would

Pk = xyki        °"* = Xiä4>

i. e., the surfaces S and S' would coincide generator for generator. Moreover,

if we introduce the expressions for pk and uk, we would have,

22/I+ (Pu-*)yk= - Pi»*t.

i. e., the generator of the surface would be tangent to both (7 and Cz at every

pair of corresponding points, which is manifestly impossible unless the surface

degenerates into a straight line.

The singular generators which are tangent to C and Cz simultaneously are

the ones for which P can vanish.
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§ 4.  The covariant C.

Let us put

n = \uy 4- uX2z,

(39)
Ç=u2Xy — \uz,

where

(40) u = uxx — u22.

Then

(41) C=nz-ïy.

If in (39) we put y = yk, z = zk, we have the coordinates of two new points

on the line / z, dividing the segment P Pz in the ratios 2w12 : u and — u : 2u2x

respectively.    Denote them by P  and P,.    These points are distinct if

We may consider that ( P,, P ) and ( P^, Pz ) are two pairs of an involu-

tion on the line / z. Denote by A and A' the ratios in which any point of the

line / , and that corresponding to it in the involution divide the segment P Pz.

Then the parametric equation of the involution will be

(42) 2«21AA'+w(A + A')-2w12 = 0.

The double points of the involution are determined by the quadratic equation

obtained if in (42) A' is put equal to A. Therefore, they divide P Pz in the

ratios

f43ï      u + y"*«     2m->      and      u-yit     2
2u2X u _ -/¿T 2u2X M + v/04 '

respectively.    Of course, we may also find the double points by determining

the pair of points dividing both P P^ and P,P¡ harmonically.

If then we put

U-.1/0- r        u + Vë; 1
Y= --g-y + uX2z = p\u2Xy-2-z I'

(44)
u4-ve~              r       u -We, n

z =—2—y + ui2z = (7\_u2iy-2—zy

where

an u - Ve\ _2u12 u+VW, 2uX2

^°>     p-     2u2X    -     u+Ve: 2w2i ~~~     u-Ves
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Yk and Zk are the coordinates of the double points of the involution. In the

case of real coefficients, it may therefore be classified as hyperbolic, parabolic or

elliptic according as

^go-
But

(46) YZ = uX2C,

so that the double elements of the involution may be determined by factoring

the covariant C.

Let us examine this involution more in detail. If uX2 = u2X= 0, the para-

metric equation of the involution (42), reduces to X + X' = 0 provided that

u +- 0. Therefore, if uX2 = u2X = 0 the involution is referred to its double

points as fixed elements. It is worth while to show directly that uX2 = u2X = 0

if the involution is referred to its double points. If y and z are transformed by

the equations

(47) y=ay + ßz,        z=yy-\-8z,        a8 — ßy = A,

the quantities uik for the transformed system become uik, where

Am,, = a8uxx + y8uX2 — aßu2X — ßyu22,

AÛX2 = ß8uxx A- 82 uX2 — ß2 u2X — ß8u22,

(48)
Am2, = — ayuxx — y2ul2 + a2u2X + «7W22,

A«22 = — /^w,, — 7S«i2 + aßu2i A- a-8u22.

This may be seen without much calculation by making use of the formulae

for the transformation of the quantities p'ik, and also of the remark that the

derivatives of a, ß, y, 8 cannot enter into equations (48), as is shown by the

formulae for the infinitesimal transformations of the quantities «_, which have

been deduced on a former occasion (Invariants, equations (37)).

Now the double points of the involution are given by

w-i/04                                                m -1/0,
Y=-^f^yA-uX2z,        Z=u2Xy-^-z>

whence

Ay=-2-" Y~ unZ' Aa = - "si1 +-2-"     '

where

A-ji/^tt-i/y,).

If A + 0, we can put in (48),

u-VTt u-V~e\
a =-2-» ß=uX2,        1 — «ai 8=-^-,

which gives mI2 = m21 = 0, as we wished to prove.
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If A = 0, we have either 0t= 0, i.e., the double points of the involution

coincide, or else

ei = u2,

whence ul2u2X = 0, and therefore either ul2 or u2X vanish in the first place, say

ul2 = 0, and Py is already one of the double points. But this can always be

avoided except in one case. For ul2 cannot vanish identically for all curves on

the surface unless üX2 = 0 follows from uX2 = 0 for all values of the arbitrary

functions a, ß, y, 8. But this is so if, and only if, uix — w22 and u2X also van-

ish, i. e., if, and only if, the surface is of the second order.

Therefore, if the surface is not of the second order, the double points of the

involution determined by (39) on every generator of the surface, are the inter-

sections of that generator with the flecnode curve. In the case of a system

with real coefficients this curve is real for those generators for which t?4 *> 0,

and imaginary for those generators for which f?4 < 0 . If 0é vanishes iden-

tically, the flecnode curve intersects every generator in two coincident points.

If 04 does not vanish identically, the values of x for which 0t = 0 correspond

to generators which intersect the curve in two coincident points, i. e., to gen-

erators which are either tangent to the curve or upon which there is a double

point of the curve.

The involution becomes indeterminate, as equations (39) show, if and only if

u = uX2 = u2X = 0, i. e., if the surface is of the second order. That this must

be so is obvious geometrically. But even if u, uX2, u2X do not vanish identically,

there will be in general particular values of x for which they do. As a matter

of fact, if 04 does not vanish identically, let us take as our fundamental curves

C, and Gz the two branches of the flecnode curve. Then ul2 = u2X = 0, and

u.. — m22 = u will not vanish identically, since 0X = u2. But unless 0x is a con-

stant, there will always be values of x for which u = 0, so that there will then

be values of x for which uX2 = u2X = uxx — u22 = 0 simultaneously. Along such

generators the involution is indeterminate. The osculating hyperboloid has

more than three consecutive generators in common with S. We shall say that

it hyperosculates the surface. Therefore, every ruled surface, for which 0X is

not a constant, has a certain number of generators along which the osculating

hyperboloid hyperosculates the surface. The parameters of such generators

are found from the equations

wu     u22 = uX2 = u2l = 0.

This singularity of ruled surfaces was mentioned to my knowledge for the first

time by Voss, * who also was the first to pay much attention to the flecnode

curve.

* V033, Zir Th-.irie d>.r winlichiefen Flächen, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 8.
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The flecnode curve may be an asymptotic line. But if it is, we have simul-

taneously

«12=% = °' ^12 = ^21 = 0'

whence follows also

?i2 = ?« = ° >

so that in this case it consists of a pair of straight lines, which of course must

not be coplanar.

Thus, if the flecnode curve is also an asymptotic line, it breaks up into a

pair of distinct non-intersecting or coincident lines. The ruled surface then

belongs to a linear congruence with distinct or coincident directrices, and these

directrices are flecnode curves and asymptotic lines of the surface at the same

time. If only one branch of the flecnode curve is an asymptotic line, then it is

a straight line on the surface, and the surface belongs to a special linear com-

plex.

The involution, which we have considered in this paragraph, has been con-

sidered before in the special case just mentioned, when the surface belongs to a

linear congruence. According to a theorem first proved, I believe, by Cre-

mona, * we have an involution on every generator of such a surface determined

as follows : Every asymptotic line intersects every generator in two points.

These points are the pairs of an involution whose double points are the inter-

sections of the generator with the directrices of the congruence.

This theorem enables us to give a concrete geometrical interpretation for the

involution in the general case. Along a given generator g of the ruled surface

S, construct the two flecnode tangents. Regard these as the directrices of a

linear congruence. Consider any ruled surface, not of the second order, belong-

ing to this congruence which has the generator g in common with S. Then

every asymptotic line of this surface intersects g twice, and these two points of

intersection constitute a pair of the involution.

We have seen how to transform the system of differential equation (1), so

as to make uX2 = u2X = 0. Equations (48) show that we may instead make

uxx — u22 = 0. From (39) then follows at once, that the curves Cy and Cz are

harmonic conjugates with respect to the two branches of the flecnode curve, if

Mn-W'22=°-

We have already noted that C vanishes identically, i. e., for absolutely arbi-

trary functions y and z, if and only if the integrating ruled surface is of the

second order. But we can reduce the conditions under which this theorem holds.

If the covariant C vanishes for all possible curves C and Cz on the surface,

the surface is of the second order.

*Chemona, Bapprescnlazione di una classe di superficie gohbe sopra un piano e determinazione

delle loro curve assintotiehe, Annali di Mathematica, ser. 2, vol. 1 (1867-68).
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For, suppose if possible that C = 0 for all curves C and Cz on S, and that

64 A= 0. Then the flecnode curve has two distinct branches, and, taking them

as the fundamental curves, we shall have m12 = u2X = 0, whence since C = 0 fol-

lows ulx — u22 = 0, i. e., 04 = 0. Therefore 64 cannot be different from zero.

Let 6A = 0 together with C = 0. We can certainly assume u12 = 0 by taking

C to be the flecnode curve, unless the surface is of the second order, in which

case uX2 = u2X = uxx — u22 = 0 for all curves on the surface. But if u12 = 0 and

6t = 0, we find at once uxx — u22 = 0 , and since C = .0 also u2X = 0. There-

fore C vanishes, as was stated, if and only if the surface S is of the second

order.

Of course, there is an involution of planes through every generator of a ruled

surface corresponding to the involution of points considered in this paragraph.

§ 5.   On the validity of certain transformations.

In a former paper ( Geometry, p. 347), it has been noted that the values of x

corresponding to cuspidal generators are those, for which

y'n »i* s/ii

y?.i z2i y2»

y » i zî ' Vs i

y4, zi, yt,

D = = 0,

This however should be taken with a proviso. For, since yx • • ■yi have been

interpreted as the homogeneous coordinates of a point, it is not admissible that

they should vanish or become infinite simultaneously. For, in such cases, the

point would be indeterminate. We must therefore assume that yx ■■■ y4, and

similarly zx ■ ■ ■ z4 do not become zero or infinite simultaneously. This condition

may always be fulfilled by multiplying y and z by properly chosen functions of

x. Let us assume that this condition is fulfilled, and let D = 0 for x = a.

Then there is a pinchpoint on the generator corresponding to x = a.

We can furnish a new proof of the fact that D must vanish for the values of

x corresponding to cuspidal generators of the surface.

As in Reciprocal Systems, equations (5), let us write

4 4

*=1 *=1

Then uk and vk are the coordinates of the planes tangent to  S at P  and Pz

respectively.    If P  and Pz are transformed into P- and P- by the equations

y=ay+ßz, z = yy + 8z,
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these planes are transformed into the planes tangent to S at PT and P- by the

equations

ü= A (au + ßv),        v = A (yu + 8v ),
where

A = ad - ßy.

Therefore if vk = puk, i. e., if the tangent planes at P and Pz coincide,

uk and vk are also proportional to uk, i. e., if the tangent planes at two points

of a generator of the ruled surface coincide, it must be a cuspidal generatory

for the surface then has the same tangent plane at all points of the generator.

But then
4 4

D -■= IL y'kvk = pT,y'!iuk = o,
k=l k=l

since u, is the minor of z'. in the determinant D.
k k

We have shown (Geometry, equation (11)), that

(49) V-fc—iPn+Puh

whence, if D + 0 ,

(50) D=CeS(Pn+Píí)*\

where O is a constant different from zero.    Since by a transformation

. c - x — H fl'u <tx „  — % fpm dx
(51) y = ne    J       ,        z = fe    J

we can always make pn and p22 vanish, we can make D a constant, and thus

apparently lose sight of the pinchpoints. But clearly such a transformation

(51) is strictly legitimate only for regions of the surface which contain no

cuspidal generators. For, suppose that x== a corresponds to a cuspidal gener-

ator, and neither (y,--^) nor (zx---zx) vanish or become infinite simul-

taneously for x = a. Then either the system ( vx ■ ■ ■ r¡t ) or ( fx • • • f4 ) or both

will become simultaneously zero or infinite for x = a.

Similar remarks may be made about a transformation of the invariant of

weight four, 0t. This vanishes for those values of x which correspond to gene-

rators, whose two intersections with the flecnode curve coincide. If a transfor-

mation of the independent variable be made

we have

{»«*,(*)-*4<a>).

Trans. Am. Moth. Soc. 30
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Therefore, if in an interval in which 04 does not vanish, we put

% = JyTi(x~)dx,

'«(f)-l.

[October

we shall have

but clearly this is not legitimate for values of x for which 04 = 0.

A similar transformation  may be applied to any invariant  which does not

vanish identically.

§ 6.   The covariant C3.

We may write the semi-covariants E and X of § 2 as follows :

E =

(52)

Hvn ~v22)y A-vX2z,    y

v2i2/-i(vn-«22)a7     s

X=
(«n i)P+2uX2it,    y

Therefore

(53)    C3=E+2X=

2u2Xp-(uxx-u22)a,    z

2(«ii - U22)P A- 4w12o- + l-(vxx - v22)y + vX2z,    y

4«2l/> - 2 («II - «22*)<T + %« - HVll - V22)Z'       Z

If we take as curves C and Cz the two branches (assumed distinct), of the

flecnode curve, we shall have wI2 = m21 = 0, and therefore more simply

(54)      C3

2(«n-«„)/> + («ii -«¡2)2/-JPiü(«n -«22)s»  y

- 2 (m„ - u^a- +#,,(«„ - w22)y - («¡, - u'22)z,     z

for (invariants, equations (32)), if uX2 = u2X = 0,

(55) vxx -v22=2iu'xx-u22),  vX2=-pX2iuxx-u22),  v2X=-\-p2Xiuxx-u22).

Moreover d4 reduces to iuxl — u22)2.    If, then, we put

| = JVuxx — u22dx,

and if we introduce £ as the independent variable in place of x, uxx — w22 will be

a constant, and, therefore,

«n-«22=0-
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These transformations are legitimate simultaneously for a region of the sur-

face, which includes in its interior no generator along which the osculating

hyperboloid hyperosculates the surface.

C3 is thus simplified to

2p-pí2z,    y

-2a4-p2Xy,    z
(56) Ctmm(ua-U„)

Let us put

(57) a=2p-pX2z, ß=-2a4-p2Xy,

and interpret these quantities geometrically.

The lines PyPz ,P?Pa, PyP9 and Pz Pa form a skew quadilateral. Py Pz

is a generator of S, P and P being its intersection with the flecnode curve

of S. Pf,Pc ls ^e generator of S' corresponding to P Pz, so that P Pz and

Pp Pa are generators of the first kind and Py Pp and Pz Pa generators of the

second kind of the hyperboloid osculating S along PyPz. Complete the tetra-

hedron determined by these four points by joining P P'a and PzP . Then

ak and ßk are clearly the coordinates of two points Pa and Pß on PzPp and

Pv Pa respectively. These points are therefore reciprocal poles of each other

with respect to the hyperboloid osculating S along P Px.

From the equations defining p and a, we have

2y' =P-Pny-Pi2z,

2z  = a -p2Xy — p22z,

and these are obviously the coordinates of two points Py, and Pz, on the tan-

gents to O, and Ct at P and Pz respectively. Moreover, since ux2 = u2l = 0,

they are points on the two tangents to the flecnode curve. We may assume

Pu = P22 = 0 ' f°r transformation (51) will make pxx and p22 vanish, and such a

transformation clearly does not affect the geometrical significance of any of the

quantities involved.

Then the points Py, and Pz, determined by

2y' = p-pX2z,

(58)
2z  =a--p2Xy,

are clearly the intersections of the tangents of the flecnode curve with P,P,,

and P Pa respectively.

But from these equations we see that we may write

2y'=\{a-Pi2z), P = Ha + Pi2z),

2z' = -%(ß + p2ly),       <r=-Uß-P2iV),
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so that the points Py, and P are harmonie conjugates with respect to _Pa and

Ps on the line PzPp, and similarly the points Pz,, Pa, Pß and P form a

harmonic range on P Pa .

We thus have, besides S', a third ruled surface S" associated with S in

the following manner: Let P and Pz be the two flecnodes, supposed distinct,

on a given generator of S. At each of these points three important lines

intersect, viz., the generator, the flecnode tangent, and the tangent to the flec-

node curve. All of these are in the plane tangent to the surface S at that

point. In this plane pencil we construct a fourth line, so that with respect to

it and the generator, the other two lines shall be harmonic conjugates. This

line intersects the line joining the other flecnode to P in the point Pa. The

point Pß is constructed in a similar way from a pencil having its vertex at

Pz. The line PaPß is the generator of the surface S" which corresponds to

the generators PyFz of S and PpPa of S''.

If, instead of the particular surface S', another of the covariant surfaces of

§ 3 had been chosen, by considering

PA-ty,        (t + 'Kz

instead of p and a, Pa and Pß would merely be displaced along the lines Pa Py

and Pß Pz respectively. We should always obtain three ruled surfaces closely

associated with each other.

The covariant C3 vanishes identically if the ruled surface is of the second

order.    If it were to vanish in any other case we should have

2(«11 - «a)f» + 4m12°" + h(VU - V22)y + «12« = X«>

4«2lP - 2(«11 - «22)°" +  «21« - K*ll - Vn)Z = **>

i. e., the four points Py, Pz, P , Pa would be coplanar or, in subcases, even

collinear. In other words the osculating hyperboloid would be degenerate,

and the surface would be developable. Therefore, C3 can vanish identically

only if the surface is of the second order.

University of California,

Berkeley, March 3, 1902.


